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52 X 5’

5 minutes of fun in an enchanted forest with
a little bug and his irresistible laugh!
Everyone knows someone with a special
laugh and Gigglebug’s is one of the greatest
ever. It’s his gift, his innate ability and
the key to transforming attitudes, which
ultimately shakes loose every gummed-up
situation he runs across.

Could a cartoon character spontaneously
and irresistably make you catch the giggles?
Gigglebug may be small but he has a big
heart and an even bigger laugh. Gigglebug’s
heartfelt and positive stories deal with
friendship, overcoming challenges and
recognising emotions.
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The stories are set in the oh-so
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enchanted Greendown Forest,
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where Gigglebug meets
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64 countrie
s
all dealing with growing up
issues. Our curricular approach
is to show how humour can get
you unstuck and how a positive attitude
helps you do anything better! The series is
heartfelt, warm, and safe... And best of all,
a bunch of giggles!
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“Laughter is infectious and never more so
in the case of Gigglebug” - The Guardian
In early learning, the ability to try again
and not to be discouraged by failure is an
important pedagogical aim. Gigglebug’s
curricular approach shows how humour and
a positive attitude helps you get unstuck.
Gigglebug’s breakthrough apps have topped
preschool charts in 64 countries and clocked
over 1,000,000 downloads. The 360 degree
brand can be enjoyed as books, music, live
shows, apps and a TV series. Rights for the
TV series have pre-sold to 13 territories.
Gigglebug is designed together with
pedagogical experts from Finland – on a
mission to spread happiness and laughter –
attitudes that enable kids to learn better.
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SAMPLE SYNOPSES

Episode 27: Air Show

When the Mocking Bird scold their little brother for
being a copy-cat, Gigglebug shows the little bird that
copying is the jumping off point for learning new tricks.

SCREEN

Episode 28: Claude Sings

Claude wants to be part of the Summer Music
Festival, but his first go at singing is horrific.
But maybe he has some OTHER musical talent! v

city bunny
Claude la Moose
Episode 40: The Pink Comet

Episode 47: Baby Tooth

Poppy gets a new scooter, and when
jealous City Bunny can’t get one just like it,
so resorts to tricking Poppy.

City Bunny grows worried when one of her baby
teeth falls out. She’s so embarrassed she can’t
enjoy her new dance CD.

Episode 51: Big Jump

Episode 52: Hide & Seek

Barry the Bear
City Bunny grows frustrated when Hiccup the Frog is
better than her at jumping. She always wants to be the
best, and she won’t stop until she gets what she wants.

Poppy the Hedgehog

When Gigglebug invites his friends to play hide-andseek, he doesn’t expect a HUNDRED of them to show
up. This is going to be a difficult game!
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